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Introduction
Do you like sports cars? Lamborghinis? Ferraris? There are tons of cool cars 
out there and I love just about every one. There are many reasons why I love 
sports cars  but today I’m talking about other people and why THEY do. I 
think a lot of people love sports cars and here are a few reasons why.



They’re Dangerous
People love sports cars because they can be dangerous. One time I was in 

a lamborghini and the guy who was driving was going 95 mph! It was really cool 
but I also felt like I was facing danger. According to Ken Newman, a sports 
cars enthusiast, he thinks sports cars are as dangerous as any other car, but 
they can be dangerous if the driver is careless with his/her car. According to 
Huffington Post, they quoted, “Sports Cars are cool because they can be 
dangerous which is appealing.” They are dangerous because they go fast which 
could cause an accident.



Important Part Of Lifestyle
People love sports cars because they are an important part of our 

lifestyle. One time I was at a car show, the owners were showing their cars 
and starting the engines. I got to go in the driver's seat. It was cool how they 
made it so entertaining. According to Ken Newman, he thinks people think 
sports cars are cool because it makes them feel cool by driving one. He’s 
right. According to StreetDirectory.com, they quote, “People think sports 
cars are important because there aren’t that many left in the world.”



They’re Cool
People love sports cars because they’re cool. One time I was at a car 

show and there were judges who were judging the cars and it was entertaining 
how you got to judge too. According to Huffington Post, they quote, “They are 
entertaining because they are dangerous.” Also, according to 
StreetDirectory.com, they quote, “They’re entertaining because they go fast 
and people like fast things.” And that’s talking about me. Pretty much, I love 
fast things.



Inside of a sports car.



Inside of 
Lamborghini.



Porsche in the rain.



Red Mclaren.



Gold tire on BMW.



White Lamborghini.



Back of Lamborghini.



Red Ferrari.



Conclusion
Really, I think sports cars are amazing and very, so do many other people. 

We need sports cars or else a part of entertainment wouldn’t be there. 
Sports cars show what we can make and how we can have entertainment with 
cars. So let’s keep on going.


